Arts, Crafts & Design

**NAR 11**
**Practical Drawing**  
$130  
Tue 6:30-8:30pm  
Oct 9-Nov 27  
Drawing is a branch of science. People with natural talent and people who gain experience with this method will be able to learn how to draw. You will learn how to visualize first and then practice with devotion. By the end of this course, you will draw utilizing your own developed style.

**NAR 38**
**Painting with Colored Pencils**  
$130  
Thur 6:30-8:30pm  
Oct 11-Dec 6  
Learn techniques for painting with pencils. Explore value intensity, complementary colors, layering and blending to create unique artwork.  
**Bring SOFT Prisma Color or Spectra Color pencil set, drawing pad, kneaded eraser, sharpener and blender pencil.**

**NAR 81**
**Watercolor: Beginner**  
$130  
Mon 6-8pm  
Oct 15-Dec 3 OR  
Mon 8-10pm  
Oct 15-Dec 3 OR  
Sat 9:55-11:55am  
Oct 13-Dec 8  
Working from photographs and still-life arrangements learn composition, texture, tonal values, washes, compound colors and other painting techniques.  
**A materials list will be made available at the first session.**

**NHB 64**
**Knitting for Beginners**  
$130  
Thur 6:30-8:30pm  
Oct 11-Dec 6 OR  
Sat 10am-12pm  
Oct 13-Dec 8  
Learn the fundamental knitting skills that can transform novices into practiced knitters able to tackle a variety of future projects with confidence. Practice knit and purl stitches to begin and finish a project. With expert guidance, explore the tricks of the trade to fix mistakes along the way.  
**Materials fee: $12**

**NHB 69**
**Crochet for Beginners**  
$130  
Wed 6:30-8pm  
Oct 10-Dec 5  
This course, led by a professional designer will teach you basic crochet stitches, reading patterns, hooks and gauge. You will be able to begin a project of your choice.  
**Materials fee: $12**